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Definition: column from The Chambers Dictionary
an upright cylinder, used as support or adornment; any upright body or mass like a column; a body of troops
forming a long, narrow procession; a vertical row of figures, etc; a vertical section of a page or of a table of
information; a particular section in a newspaper, often habitually written by the same person; a bundle of
nerve-fibres; the central part of an orchid. [L columna, related to celsus high; Gr kolōnē a hill; see hill]

■ col'ūmel
n
a small column.

■ colūmell'a
n
(pl columell'ae /-lē/) (biol) the central axis of a spiral univalve; in lower vertebrates, the auditory ossicle
connecting the tympanum with the inner ear (also columella auris); the central axis of the spore-case of
mosses; the central axis of a fruit that remains after the carpels have split away.

■ colūmell'ar
adj.

■ columnal /kƏ-lum'nl/ or colum'nar
adj
relating to columns; like a column; formed or arranged in columns.

■ columnar'ity
n.

■ columnated /kol'Əm-nāt-id or kƏ-lum'/, columned /kol'Əmd/ or colum'niated
adj
having columns.

■ columniation
/kƏ-lum-ni-ā'shƏn/ n
the use or arrangement of columns.

■ columnist
/kol'Əm-ist or - nist/ n
a person who writes a regular column in a newspaper.
co lumn inch
the measure used in newspapers, etc, being an area one column wide by one inch deep.
Summary Article: column
From The Columbia Encyclopedia
vertical architectural support, circular or polygonal in plan. A column is generally at least four or five
times as high as its diameter or width; stubbier freestanding masses of masonry are usually called piers
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or pillars, particularly those with a rectangular plan. In fully developed Egyptian architecture the columns
were of gigantic size, spaced very closely together, and were reserved for inner courtyards and halls. In
the Aegean area, in pre-Hellenic times, the column type known to have been used is one with a
cushionlike cap and with its shaft tapering downward. Subsequent types were the archaic forms of
Doric, developed by the Dorians after their coming (before 1000 B.C.) into the region. By the 7th cent.
B.C. this Greek Doric had been established in its design. The columns of classical architecture
represent the attempt to design proportionings and details that would create maximum structural
harmony. It is in the Greek temples of the Periclean Age (5th cent. B.C.), notably in the Parthenon, that
the ideal was obtained. In Greek, Roman, and Renaissance architecture the various column types, taken
together with the entablatures that they support, form the classical orders of architecture. The classical
column has the three fundamental elements of base, shaft, and capital. The shaft has a gradual upward
tapering (entasis), and the capital that crowns it provides a decorative and structural transition between
the circular column and the rectangular entablature. The Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian column types
advanced toward perfect proportions and details and formed the basis for the columnar architecture of
the Romans. Although Greek columns always had vertical channels or flutes cut in their shafts, those of
the Romans were often without them. In Greek buildings the columns were usually structurally
indispensable, but the Romans and later the Renaissance and modern architects used them often also
as a decorative feature, mostly following fixed rules of proportions. The columns of Romanesque,
Byzantine, and Gothic buildings were usually structural elements and were without canons of
proportioning. The capitals of the Romanesque and Gothic were often variously decorated with plant
and animal forms. The columns of Chinese and Japanese architecture are circular or polygonal wood
posts, with bases but without capitals, having instead an ornamented projecting bracket. In Indian
architecture columns exhibit great variety of detail: shafts, bases, and capitals are often intricately
ornamented. In modern construction most columns are of either steel or reinforced concrete. See
Doric order; Ionic order; Corinthian order; capital.
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